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ENCLOSURE 2

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

Inspection Report: 50-416/96-10

. License: NPF-29

Licensee: Entergy Operations, Inc.
P.O. Box 756
Port Gibson, MS 39150

Facility Name: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station

Inspection At: Port Gibson, Mississippi

Inspection Conducted: April 14 through May 25, 1996

Inspectors: J. Tedrow, Senior Resident Inspector
K. Weaver, Resident Inspector
W. Smith, Senior Resident Inspector, River Bend Station
G. Guerra, Radiation Specialist, Plant Support Branch
G. Werner, Project Engineer, Project Branch D

6fl3 6Approved: . L %.

P. B. H el, Chief, Project @ranchD Bate

Inspection Summary

Areas Inspected: Routine, announced inspection of operational safety
verification, maintenance observations, surveillance observations, onsite
engineering, plant support activities, followup - operations,
followup - engineering, onsite review of licensee event reports (LER), and
in-office review of written reports of nonroutine events at power reactor
facilities.

Results:

Plant Operations

The inspectors found water dripping on a safety-related load center. No*

operability concern ev nted; however, this condition should have been
previously identifieri 6d orrected by operators during auxiliary
building rounds (Se: .1).

Operators found the reactor core isolation cooling-(RCIC) system suction*

valves aligned to the suppression pool instead of the condensate storage
tank, contrary to the valve lineup in the procedure. This was an
example of a violation of Technical Specification (TS) 5.4.1 in that the
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system was not properly restored to standby condition following system
check valve testing. The violation is of concern because the system was

,

!

not in the standby lineup described in the licensing basis, which
assured a source of high quality water. Also, licensee corrective |
actions for a previous deficiency were not effective (Section 2.2).

The inspectors considered the operator performance poor because six ;*

operating shifts failed to identify the improper RCIC system lineup for j
3 days during shift turnovers and periodic board walkdowns
(Section 2.2).

.After a spurious start of SSW Pump B during the Division II Standby.

Diesel Generator (SDG) quarterly test, operators failed to establish the
appropriate flowpath as specified by the annunciator response procedure.
Operators noticed the error and entered the appropriate limiting
condition for operation 2 hours later when aligning the system to add

ichemicals. Although no air was vented from SSW B during restoration,
'the potential existed for a water hammer to occur and to damage the
system. This was another example of a violation of TS 5.4.1 '

.(Section 2.3). <

The verbal communications between the reactor operator and his.

supervisor during the spurious SSW Pump B start were considered to be
poor. Although an operator noticed the abnormal system alignment, this
was not communicated to the supervisor (Section 2.3). |

The senior reactor operators when responding to the spurious SSW Pump B*

start and the control panel alarm also failed to detect the
mispositioned control panel alignment (Section 2.3).

The inspectors considered the Plant Safety Review Committee (PSRC).

meeting that discussed a potential emergency TS change for.a SSW Pump A
overhaul good because of the in-depth and detailed discussions among the
PSRC members related to compensatory measures and risks | associated with
the activity (Section 2.5).

Maintenance
!

The inspectors identified numerous material condition deficiencies.*

during plant tours that had not been previously identified by licensee |

_ personnel. The inspectors demonstrated to licensee managers the need to
increase attention for improving the material condition of the plant
(Section 2.1)..

The SSW Pump A overhaul was conducted expeditiously which minimized.

component downtime and safety risk (Section 3).

i
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Engineerinq

Engineering and technical support was considered good during the SSW.

| Pump A overhaul and replacement. Engineering personnel were noted at
each of the job sites throughout the evolution and quickly addressed any
issues that arose (Section 3).

The installation of a plant modification to eliminate air intrusion into*

Residual Heat Removal Train B was successful. The associated safety
evaluation for this modification was considered satisfactory

(Section 5).

Plant Support

The inspectors found radiological postings and barriers properly.

maintained and considered housekeeping in contaminated areas
satisfactory (Section 6.1).

Security perimeter lighting was properly maintained and security*

personnel were cognizant of equipment status (Section 6.2).

Summary of Inspection Findings:
|
1New Items

Violation 416/9610-01: RCIC system and SSW system not properly aligned*

according to procedures (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). j

Unresolved Item 416/9610-02: Resolution of the Division 11 SDG Governore

Oil Level (Section 4).

Closed Items
I

Violation 416/9421-01 (Section 7).e

Inspection Followup Item 416/9405-02 (Section 8).*

LER 93-006 (Section 9.1).*

LER 93-007 (Section 10.1)..

LER 93-014 (Section 10.2).*

LER 93-018 (Section 9.2).*

LER 93-019 (Section 9.3).*

LER 95-002 (Section 9.4).*

Attachment
|

| Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting*

i
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DETAILS

~ 1 PLANT STATUS

. The plant operate'd at 100 percent power throughout this inspection period,
~

' with the' exception of minor power reductions to perform automatic turbine
valve testing and control rod sequence exchanges.

2 OPERATIONAL SAFETY VERIFICATION (71707)
I

2.1 Plant Tours !
!

During a plant tour on April 23, 1996, the inspectors identified water
.

i

dripping from an overhead room cooler onto the floor and splashing on !
safety-related Load Center LC16BB2. Load Center LC16BB2 supplied power to the
anticipated transient without scram circuitry and Drywell Purge Compressor B.
The -inspector informed control room personnel of this situation. The. licensee ;

identified the water source as condensation from room cocier toils that j
extended beyond the drip pan located underneath the unit. The top and front ,

side panels of the switchgear showed evidence of exposure to water. '

l

Licensee personnel initiated Material-Nonconformance Repet 0066-96 to correct
the condition. Engineering personnel inspected the interior of the load j

. center cubicle and noted no damage. .The operability determination. documented '

- that the switchgear could properly perform its intended safety function. The
inspectors ~ concluded that, although no operability concern existed, this
condition should have been identified by operators during' routine auxiliary.
building rounds.

_

Throughout this inspection period, the inspectors noted numerous material
condition deficiencies on safety-related plant equipment. Fifteen minor
deficiencies, such as valve- packing leaks,. oil leaks, general corrosion, -and a
broken gauge were identified. The minor deficiencies did not adversely impact
the capability of the components to properly function. However, these items

-

had not been previously identified by licensee personnel for correction. The
inspectors reviewed the administrative procedures that' established
requirements for identification and correction of. deficiencies. These-

procedures did not-contain specific requirements for identification-of minor
deficiencies. The inspectors toured the plant with licensee management and i

identified. to them numerous additional minor material deficiencies, of which
few had been previously documented.

Licensee management informed the inspector that the failure of plant personnel
to have previously identified the lower le el significance deficiencies was
unacceptable and initiated efforts to raise the desired material condition j
standard among licensee personnel. The licensee is concentrating this effort |
on operators performing rounds and system engineer walkdowns. In addition, j
housekeeping inspections of plant areas have been restructured into smaller

,
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zones involving more plant supervisors. Pictures of some of the identified
deficiencies were taken and distributed to supervisors assigned housekeeping
areas.

2.2 RCIC System Found Improperly Aligned
i

On April 21, 1996, during the performance of Procedure 06-0P-lE51-M-001, "RCIC |System Operability Verification," Revision 100, operators found the RCIC j
system suction valves aligned to the suppression pool instead of the

Jcondensate storage tank. Specifically, Valve E51F031, RCIC system suction
;

from the suppression pool, was found opened and Valve E51F010, RCIC system '

suction from the condensate storage tank, was found closed. The operators |

| realized that this valve lineup was contrary to Procedure 04-1-01-E51-1,
" Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System," Revision 104, which required that the
RCIC system suction be aligned to the condensate storage tank during standby
conditions. The licensee initiated Quality Deficiency Report 0090-96 and
evaluated the root cause of the misposition of Valves E51F031 and E51F010.

The licensee determined that the improper lineup existed since April 18 when
the system was started using Procedure 04-1-01-E51-1 as the postmaintenance
test instructions. Prior to restoring from the maintenance, operators had
aligned the RCIC system suction to the suppression pool in accordance with
Procedure 06-0P-lE51-Q-0003, " Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System Quarterly
Pump Operability Verification", Revision 101, to test Check Valve E51F030.
The restoration steps in Procedure 06-0P-lE51-Q-0003 would have established
the appropriate stanuby lineup but were marked "not applicable" and not
performed. Instead, operators restored the system in accordance with
Procedure 04-1-01-E51-1, Section 5.3, " Shutdown of the RCIC System," after
completion of the maintenance and the check valve testing. However,
Section 5.3 did not require a remote operated valve lineup verification;
therefore, operators did not restore the RCIC system suction valves to the
required standby alignment.

The inspectors noted that Procedure 04-1-01-E51-1, Section 4.1, " Placing the
RCIC System in Standby Mode," requires verifying remote-operated valve
positions but was not performed. The inspectors questioned licensee personnel

|
'concerning the practice of marking steps in surveillance procedures as "not

applicable." Licensee administrative procedures allow operators to mark steps
"not applicable" as long as the initial conditions and system restoration
sections of the procedure were met and not changed. The licensee concluded |
that the applicable procedure steps to restore the system to the standby I
lineup were not selected. The inspectors concluded that performance of
Procedure 06-0P-lE51-Q-0003 or Section 4.1 of Procedure 04-1-01-E51-1 would
have resulted in properly aligning the RCIC suction valves to standby
conditions. Failure to properly align the RCIC system to standby conditions
in accordance with Procedure 04-1-01-E51-1 is the first example of a violation
of TS 5.4.1.a (416/9610-01).

The inspectors reviewed the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR)
accident analysis and noted that it assumed RCIC system suction from the

l
|
|

l
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suppression pool; therefore, there was no system operability concern. USAR
Section 5.4.6.2.1.1 indicates that the RCIC system is normally aligned to the
condensate storage tank to assure a source of high quality water but receives
a signal to realign to the suppression pool on a low condensate storage tank
level. However, the inspectors concluded that operator performance was poor
because six operating shifts failed to identify the improper lineup during

i
shift turnovers and periodic board walkdowns conducted between April 18-21.

|In addition, operator peer checks instituted in February 1996, as a result of i

a previous licensee finding regarding a mispositioned valve, failed to I
identify the system lineup error. This violation is being cited because '

previous licensee corrective action program actions did not prevent
recurrence.

Although operator inattentiveness to the control panel indications did not
result in equipment or plant damage for this event, more serious consequences
could occur under more challenging events. The licensee revised
Procedure 01-1-01-E51-1, Section 5.3, to require a remote-operated valve
lineup verification. In addition, the licensee changed the control room round
documents to require that operators check the position of nonannunciated
remote operated valves.

2.3 Spurious Start of the SSW Pump B

On May 22, 1996, during a monthly test of the Division II SDG, a spurious
start of the SSW Pump B occurred. In accordance with
Procedure 06-0P-IP75-V-012, " Standby Diesel Generator 12 Functional Test,"
Revision 100, electricians installed a jumper on a terminal board to defeat
actuation of three of the four air start valves to verify engine startup
capability on one air start valve. During installation of the jumper, the
electricians momentarily touched an adjacent terminal that deenergized the SDG
running relay, which generated a signal to automatically start SSW B. SSW
Pump B started, Valve IP41-F0058 (cooling tower return) opened, and the SSW
Pump B recirculation valve opened. Valve IP41-F0018 (SSW B discharge valve)
did not automatically open as expected; however, the flowpath from the pump
through the recirculation valve prevented pump damage.

Control room operators received an unexpectec SSW Pump B Low Discharge
Pressure Alarm and halted the Division 11 SDG test oefore the diesel was
actually started. The control room operator who responded to the alarm
noticed the abnormal position of Valve IP41-F001B on the main control board
but failed to communicate this observation to the plant supervisor. The shift
supervisor and plant supervisor failed to notice the abnormal valve position
when they checked the system response. Approximately 2 hours after the j

spurious initiation, operators noticed on the main control board that
Valve IP41-F005B was open and Valve IP41-F001B was closed while aligning SSW B
for chemical additions. With Valve IP41-F005B open and no flow through the
SSW B train, the supply and return headers had drained to the cooling tower
basin.

.
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Operators declared the system inoperable from the time of initiation during
the Division 11 SDG test and filled and vented SSW B to recover the system.
The inspectors determined that the operators had vented no noticeable quantity
of air from SSW B. The preliminary investigation into this event determined
that the system responded as designed and confirmed that the SSW B actuations
resulted from the momentary deenergization of the diesel running relay. This
momentary signal was insufficient to open Valve IP41-F0018 because of a slower
contractor response for the valve actuator, which did not actuate the valve
opening " seal-in" circuit. The licensee tested the circuit response and
verified that the diesel running relays operated satisfactory. In addition,
the licensee verified that the SSW 8 automatic initiation circuits operated
satisfactory during two subsequent diesel startups.

The inspectors reviewed the section of Procedure 04-1-02-lH13-P870, " Alarm
Response Instruction for Panel lH13-P870," Revision 40, associated with the
SSW B Low Discharge Pressure alarm. Procedure 04-1-02-1H13-P870 required the
operators to check for a proper SSW lineup in accordance with
Procedure'04-1-01-lP41-1, " Standby Service Water System," which specified that
Valves IP41-F0018 and IP41-F005B be open when SSW B is in service. The
inspectors concluded that, had the operators properly responded to the alarm,
referred to the required procedures, reviewed main control board indications,
and implemented the procedure guidance, the operators would have established a
proper operating or standby lineup. The failure to properly implement
Procedure 04-1-02-lH13-P870 is a second example of a violation of TS 5.4.1.a
(416/9610-01).

The inspectors concluded that the verbal communication between the reactor
operator and his supervisor during the spurious pump start was poor because
the reactor operator failed to ensure the supervisor knew about the abnormal
system alignment. The senior reactor operators exhibited a lack of attention
to detail during their response to the spurious pump start because they also
failed to identify the improper system alignment.

2.4 Walkdown of High Pressure Core Spray System

The inspectors walked down accessible portions of the high pressure core spray
system. The system operating instruction and flow diagrams were used to
accomplish this task. From review of the material deficiency and maintenance
history data bases, the inspectors identified no recurring problems. The
inspectors found the system valves to be properly aligned and the material
condition of components and supports were satisfactory.

2.5 Quality Assurance in Operations

On May 6, 1996, the inspectors. attended a PSRC meeting that discussed a.

potential emergency TS change to increase the allowed out-of-service time for
maintenance on SSW Pump A. The inspectors noted good in-depth and detailed
discussions among committee members regarding any potential increase in safety
risk and mitigation contingencies planned to offset any increase in risk.
Even though this change was not submitted, several of these compensatory

L
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actions were implemented, including additional security measures around the
operable SSW train and suspension of work for Division I and III electrical
power supplies. PSRC members questioned what effect a degraded carbon dioxide
fire suppression system in the engineered safety features switchgear rooms had
on the risk associated with the availability of the onsite power distribution
system in the event of a fire. The inspector considered this level of detail
in the discussions to be excellent.

In addition, PSRC meeting minutes were reviewed for the inspection period.
These meetings were generally held twice a week. The inspector noted detailed
documentation of the items reviewed and dispositioned during these meetings,
enabling a better understanding of the PSRC actions.

3 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS (62703)

During this inspection period, the inspectors observed portions of the
maintenance activities, which included a review of the following work orders:

Work Order 158838: Rework / Replace Bolts and Washers Per Material*

Nonconformance Report 94-0036 in accordance with Procedure 07-S-14-287,
" Standby Service Water Pump Overhaul," Revision 1

Work Orders 166615 & 166648: Standby Service Water Pump Spurious Start*

Troubleshooting Activities in accordance with Procedure 07-S-53-P75-4,
" Division II Standby Diesel Generator Tachometer Calibration,"

|Revision 0
!

The inspector monitored the disassembly, inspection, overhaul, and reassembly
of SSW Pump A. The licensee removed SSW Pump A from service because of

1unacceptable pump vibration. readings of 6 mils in both the horizontal and '

vertical directions. Operators properly tagged the pump out of service and
entered the 72-hour TS limiting condition for operation on May 6 at 3 a.m. l
The licensee had prestaged another identical pump to replace the SSW Pump A. '

Electricians disassembled and cleaned the motor and replaced the upper and
lower motor bearings. The piping was sand blasted to remove slight
microbiological induced corrosion. Personnel performed ultrasonic testing on
the piping and verified that the minimum pipe wall thickness met the
acceptance criteria. Subsequently, personnel applied a sealant to the piping
to preclude further microbiological induced corrosion. Also, the licensee
replaced the carbon steel bolts in the shaft coupling assembly with a
stainless steel material (Monel). During the postmaintenance test of the
pump, the vibration was measured at 1.2 and 1.8 mils in the vertical and
horizontal directions, respectively. SSW Pump A was declared cperable
47 hours after entering into the 72-hour action statement.

The licensee attributed the preliminary root cause for the increased vibration
| readings to dirt and debris found in the motor upon disassembly. The

inspectors considered the engineering and technical support good in that'

! engineering personnel were present throughout the evolution and quickly
:

_.
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addressed any issues that arose. The inspector concluded that the thorough
preparations wie before commencing the overhaul of SSW Pump A minimizedt

[ component de.,ntime and safety risk.
,

t

4 SURVEILUMCE OBSENATIONS (61726)

The inspectors observed the performance of portions of the surveillance tests
listed below:

Procedure 06-0P-1P75-V-012, " Standby Diesel Generator 12- Functiona!|
*

Test," Revision 100.'

Procedure 06-0P-lP41-Q-0005, " Standby Service Water Loop B Valve and*

Pump Operability Test," Revision 101.

Procedure 06-0P-1E51-0-0003, " Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System*

Quarterly Pump Operability Verification," Revision 101.;

!

4.1 SDG Functional Test

On April 24, the inspectors observed a matMy operational test of the
| Division II SDG. The operators followe.i 'he procedure in a step-by-step
( manner, and' good communications were es cbli % d between the control room

operators and the operator in the SDG rocm. The inspectors confirmed that the
completed test data met the acceptance criteria. Measuring and test equipment

| were in calibration with the dates of calibration properly documented.
| Overall, the test demonstrated that the Division II SDG could perform the
| intended safety functions.
|

During the test, the inspector noticed that the governor oil level dropped|

i below the indicated range of the sight glass. The operator'and the inspector
'

had confirmed the correct oil level (i.e., at the red mark of the~ sight glass)
| before the operators started the Division II SDG, as specified by the
L procedure. When the engine was secured, the level returned to the red mark.
| Because the operator noted that the oil level decreased below the indicated
| level in the sight glass, the individual added oil to the governor that raised

the oil level to the top of the sight glass. The test procedure required oil'

addition if the level dropped below the sight glass indica' ion.
|

| The inspector questioned the system engineer about the operation of the
-governor and proper oil level required to be maintained in the sight glass
during operation. The inspectors expressed concern that, since the test
procedure did not require periodic monitoring of the governor oil level during
diesel' operation, an -improper initial level could potentially adversely affect

|
control system operation if unknown-leakage existed. The inspectors had no

! immediate concern since the oil level in the sight glass had been raised. The
! inspector's review of the resolution about proper oil levels and proper
( monitoring is an unresolved item (416/9610-02).
i

_.
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5 CNSITE ENGINEERING (37551)

During.this inspection period, the inspectors reviewed Minor Change
'

Package 96-1007, which installed blind fittings to isolate the steam interface
between the residual heat removal system and the RCIC system (refer to NRC

.

Inspection Report 50-416/96-02). The inspectors reviewed the associated !
safety evaluation and observed portions of the modification installation. i
Subsequent to the installation of the blind fittings, no further air intrusion
into the residual heat removal system has been experienced. No problems with

| implementation of Minor Change Package 96-007 or the associated safety
evaluation were identified.

6 PLANT SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (71750) |
|

6.1 Radiological Protection !

| During the plant tours described above to identify material deficiencies, the
inspector noted that radiological postings and barriers were properly |
maintained. Housekeeping in contcminated areas was considered to be )

| satisfactory. !

6.2 Secu ri t_y i

|During a walkdown' of the security perimeter fence, the inspector noted that jlights on two light poles failed to function. The inspector reviewed the
latest weekly lighting survey of the perimeter and confirmed that the areas

| beneath the poles were properly illuminated by adjacent lighting. The
| inspector questioned licensee security personnel in the central alarm station
! about the general status of their equipment and specifically about the

deenergized lights. These lights had been deenergized for several months
because of excess lighting in the area being available. The inspector found
that security- personnel were aware of their equipment status.

7 FOLLOWUP - OPERATIONS (92901)

LClosed) Violation 416/9421-01: Failure to Implement Adeauate Corrective

Action to Preclude Procedural Deficiencies

This violation was issued because a control room operator failed to follow the ii

l protective tagging procedure on January 16, 1995, by removing protective tags |
| without having the tag clearance sheet in hand. This violation was identified

subsequent to a noncited violation issued on October 12, 1994, for failure to
follow protective tagging clearance special instructions. j

Causal factors contributing to the above violations regarding failure to |

fol. low station procedures were ineffective verbal and written communication,
ineffective verification process to ensure previous actions had been completed
with regard to tagging operations, and inattention to detail. The licensee -

| concluded that the underlying cause was a lack of strict compliance with
L management expectations.

_
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Corrective actions taken by the licensee included revising the protective ;

tagging procedure with flow charts to provide quick and easy reference for
protective tagging requirements. Also, team building sessions were held to <

reenforce management philosophy and expectations with the operators. The
inspector verified that the above actions had been completed by the licensee.

t

8 FOLLOWUP - ENGINEERING (92903)

(Closig) Inspection Followup Item 416/9405-02: UFSAR Updated Information
Rgsu', ting from Minor Change Package 88-1023

This item remained open for further review to identify the correct values
required in the UFSAR for SSW system ficw to the control room air conditioning
units. The inspectors reviewed the updated UFSAR information in UFSAR !

Table 9.2-16 "Standty Service Water System Cooling Duty Loads Following a DBA
(LOCA With a Loss of Offsite Power an.d Failure of Standby Diesel
Generator A)." The inspectors fourd that the 100 gpm flow to the control room
air conditioning units was not tr.e significant item of concern. Rather, the
flow was a nominal value and the real design criteria was the ability of the ,

SSW system cooling water towers to remove the design basis heat load from the
control room air conditioners. The inspectors confirrned that calculations
demonstrated sufficient margin existed.

I9 ONSITE REVIEW 0F LERs (92700)
1
'

9.1 (Closed) LER 93-006: RCIC Steam Supply Isolation Because of an Invalid
Temperature Signal

On July 20-21, 1993, automatic isolations of the RCIC system occurred as a
result of a faulty Riley temperature switch. This event was previously
discussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-416/93-12; however, the licensee ,

initiated a supplemental LER on October 22, 1993, after issuance of the
inspection report. The licensee replaced the failed temperature switch with a
newer model. Licensee efforts to replace all the Riley temperature switches
were previously discussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-416/95-18. These
actions included energizing replacement switches on a test bench prior to
installation and replacement of old trip units with newer models.

9.2 (Closed) LER 93-018: RCIC Steam Supp1_y isolation Because of an Invalid
Temperature Signal

On December 13, 1993, an automatic isolation of the RCIC system occurred as a
result of a faulty Riley temperature switch. This event was previously
discussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-416/93-23. The corrective actions for
the LER discussed in the previous paragraph apply to this LER as well.

4
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9.3 (Closed) LER 93-019: Failure of Anchor Darling Valves in Safety-Related
Systems

In November 1993, as maintenance personnel performed static diagnostic testing
of High Pressure Core Spray System Globe Valve IE22F0ll, the valve yoke failed
catastrophically. The yoke cracked 360 degrees circumferentially in the
necked transition region. The licensee found that the valve disc and disc nut
had separated from the stem that caused internal interference. The
interference allowed the valve to overthrust beyond its design limits during
the closing stroke.

This type of valve failure had been reported previously in a vendor service
information letter. The actions recommended by the service information letter

| were insufficient to prevent this problem from recurring. The licensee
inspected similar valves and identified two additional high pressure core
spray system valves that had the threaded disc / disc nut connection loosening.
Material Nonconformance Report 0338-93 was issued that installed two pins to
secure the threaded disc / disc nut connection. High pressure core spray valves :,

! have been tested quarterly with no further problems with disc / disc nut |
| separation identified. The inspectors reviewed the maintenance history for '

! this system. No recurrent problems of this type have been noted sincc 1993.

9.4 (Closed) LER 95-002: RCIC System Isolation Because of High Steam Flow |

! This event was previously discussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-416/95-04 and
was the subject of a noncited violation. The licensee determined that the
procedures that provided instructions related to procedural compliance were|

| appropriate. Meetings were held with shift superintendents, who in turn met
; with the operating shifts to reinforce management expectations for procedure
| compliance. The valve was repacked during the May 1995 refueling outage. The
! valve has subsequently exhibited a packing leak that increases the

unidentified leakage and, therafore, has been backseated. A design change to
,

| permanently correct the packing laak is being pursued by the licensee.
;

) 10 IN-0FFICE REVIEW 0F WRITTEN REPORTS OF NONROUTINE EVENTS AT POWER REACTOR i

| FACILITIES (90712)

10.1 (Closed) LER 93-007: Violation of Operating License Condition 2.c(38)
Control Room Envelope

This event was discussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-416/93-12 and a noncited
violation was issued.

10.2 (Closed) LER 93-014: Pressure Boundary Leakage Because of a Thermowell
Failure

The inspector verified that the licensee periodically performed visual and
ultrasonic inspections on the three remaining original recirculation suction+

thermowells as well as the recently replaced thermowell. Ultrasonic
inspections on the four thermowells, completed during Refueling Outage 7, did

|
|

__
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not identify any indications. The licensee developed Minor Change
Package 93-1077 to replace the thermowells with a different design in the

,

'

event another thermowell leaks.
!

:

11 UFSAR REVIEW (71707,37551)

| A recent discovery of a licensee operating a facility in a manner contrary to
.the UFSAR description highlighted the need for a special focused review that,

compares plant practices, procedures, and parameters to the UFSAR description.
L While performing the inspections discussed in this report, the inspector

reviewed the applicable portions of the UFSAR that related to the areas I
<

! -inspected. The inspector verified that the UFSAR wording was consistent with !

the observed plant practices, procedures, and parameters. No anomalies
between the UFSAR and operation of the facility were identified.

;

l
*
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ATTACHMENT

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee Personnel

D. Bost, Director, Nuclear Plant Engineering
C. Bottemiller, Superintendent, Plant Licensing
J. Czaika, Nuclear Specialist
C. Dugger, Manager, Outage Maintenance and Work Control
N. Edney, Radiation Control Supervisor
C. Ellsaesser, Manager, Performance and System Engineering
W. Garner, Audits Supervisor, Quality Programs
J. Hagan, General Manager, Plant Operations
A. Holbrook, Manager, Training
M. McDowell, Operations Superintendent
R. Moomaw, Manager, Plant Maintenance
S. Mooney, Maintenance Specialist, Performance and System Engineering
A. Morgan, Manager, Emergency Preparedness
J. Owens, Licensing Specialist, Plant Licensing
T. Tankersley, Radiation Control Superintendent

The personnel listed above attended the exit meeting. In addition to these
personnel, the inspector contacted other personnel during this inspection
period.

2 EXIT' MEETING

The inspectors conducted an exit meeting on May 30, 1996. During this
meeting, the inspectors reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The
licensee did not express a position on the inspection findings documented in
this inspection report. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any
information provided to, or reviewed by, the inspectors.
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